
25 STRATEGIES
TO BOOST YOUR
CREATIVITY
How to be a creative thinker

C R E A T I V I T Y  E S S E N T I A L S



Does creativity come naturally to you, 
or do you usually find yourself 
desperately scrambling for ideas 
whenever you reach for some 
creativity?

The good news is, regardless of how 
creative you think you are, there’s 
creativity to be found within 
everyone.

Try these strategies to boost your 
creativity…



1. BE DRIVEN.
You can have whatever you want if you 
put your mind to it. If there’s an area of 
your life where you want to be more 
creative, you can achieve it with the 
right mindset.



2. STUDY YOUR 
SUBJECT.
If you have a certain area you want to 
boost with creativity, start to become 
an expert on that subject. Study the 
subject itself and then study other 
people who are successful in that 
realm.



3. STRENGTHEN 
YOUR CONFIDENCE.
With greater confidence comes 
greater creativity. Being confident in 
your own abilities and ideas relaxes 
you and allows the ideas to flow more 
freely because you’re not as likely to 
automatically censor every idea you 
come up with.



4. EXPLORE.
Try new things. Being creative means 
that you’re thinking of new ways of 
doing things. Step out of your comfort 
zone. Experiment with different 
thoughts and actions. 



5. STEER CLEAR
OF JUDGING 
YOURSELF.
Stay away from the urge to criticize 
yourself or your performance. Even if 
you’re unhappy with your results, they 
could be leading you to better results. 



6. MAKE TIME.
Give yourself enough time to be 
creative. Sometimes you need to 
spend a lot of time thinking before the 
perfect idea comes to you.



7. BRAINSTORM 
NEW IDEAS.
Grab some paper and write your 
thoughts down without stopping. After 
several minutes, you’ll find that you’ve 
written down some excellent ideas.



8. KEEP A JOURNAL.
Keeping a journal will help you 
chronicle your creative journey. In 
addition, some great ideas may come 
to you as you reflect on your day. 



9. REMEMBER YOUR 
INSPIRATION. 
Remember the reasons why you want 
to be creative. Think about these things 
if you find yourself struggling. 



10. THINK OUTSIDE 
THE BOX.
There’s always more than one way of 
doing things. You can start thinking 
more creatively by coming up with new 
ways of doing even simple, routine 
things. 



11. LISTEN TO MUSIC.
Music has the power to bring on 
creative thinking. 



12. CHANGE YOUR 
ATMOSPHERE.
If you find that you’re stuck in one 
situation, perhaps changing the setting 
will help you freshen up your thinking. 



13. STAY AWAY 
FROM 
DISTRACTIONS.
Distractions interrupt your 
concentration. If you want to think 
creatively, turn off the computer and 
the TV. Lock the door. Focus.



14. MAKE NEW 
DEFINITIONS.
Ensure stereotypes are not your style! 
Make your own rules and choose to 
see things a little differently.



15. RELAX.
Many people get creative ideas when 
they’re fully relaxed. Find something to 
do that relaxes your mind, whether it’s 
a hobby or just taking a nap. Once 
you’re refreshed, new ideas will come 
more easily. 



16. SEE IT FROM A 
DIFFERENT 
PERSPECTIVE.
When you’re stuck in a rut on a project, 
try to put yourself in someone else’s 
shoes. Seeing a work project from the 
perspective of your boss or customer 
puts a new light on it. 



17. CREATE A MIND 
MAP.
A mind map is a visual representation 
of what’s going on in your mind. It 
can help bring clarity and creativity to 
the situation by showing how all 
aspects of your thoughts are related.



18. ASK FOR HELP.
Maybe someone else can work with 
you and help you to come up with new 
ideas.



19. USE 
VISUALIZATIONS. 
Visualize yourself succeeding. Close 
your eyes and imagine the scene. 
Incorporate all of your senses for 
maximum effectiveness.



20. STAY CURIOUS. 
Ask questions about everything. Even 
the simplest of things can be made 
more exciting by posing questions 
about it. These questions can spur 
your creativity into a whole new 
direction. 



21. ASK “WHAT IF.”
Asking “what if” can help you think of 
different possible scenarios and 
outcomes. 



22. TAKE SMALL 
STEPS.
Paying attention to every small detail 
may help you discover something you 
never thought you’d find.



23. EXPLORE YOUR 
ARTISTIC SIDE.
Draw, write, sculpt or sing. Find an 
artistic style that suits you and use it to 
express your creativity in all new ways.



24. THINK LIKE A 
CHILD. 
How would a child see the situation 
differently? Sometimes, all it takes to 
spark your creativity is a fresh, simple 
perspective free of grown-up stresses.



25. BELIEVE IN 
YOURSELF.
Remember your successes by keeping 
a Success Journal and return to this 
journal when your self-reliance wavers. 
The more you believe in yourself, the 
more you'll be able to tap into the deep 
creativity within you.




